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Post navigation. The companys Vice President, Marketing, Donald Janus was against this option as he thought
it diluted the brand value. The direct answer to whether or not begin a price promotion can be answered by a
profitability analysis. Harmonizing to this information about the cooking utensil market. Culinarian sold its
products through retailers, specialty stores, and through internet. In addition to being planned, sales of
cookware are often seasonal because it is frequently purchased as gifts for weddings and holidays. And for this
income category of consumers, price was not a major deciding factor but they were driven by lower prices.
This would do the retail merchants pass the full gross revenues price reduction onto consumers. The U. But
primarily the market is segmented based on age, occupation, gender, and most importantly income. As of now.
Finally, Culinarian is quite clear about their target customers, who have high-income, so their advertising is
very effective that they focus on magazines and newspapers targeted at high income audience. But Culinarian
Cookware and other high-end brands that are very selective in their distribution can use the pull strategy with
both consumers and their distribution base. This leads to the following aim. We feel that this drop in price is
ideal as it was obviously enough to lead to a huge increase in sales in while still making the product line
profitable. Culinarian is also highly selective in choosing retail outlets as partners. Brown is right in her
computations of the profitable nature of the sale. Not merely would this method of bringing allow clients to
acquire the full price reduction. There was an increased clamor to cookware that matches the dcor in kitchen.
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Order Now Below are two graphs about how cookware is bought and sold. The CX1 model has a normal retail
price of dollars, making it significantly cheaper than any other product line that Culinarian offers. On the other
hand the companys senior sales manager Victoria Brown opines that the price promotion strategy was going to
be profitable as it will extend the companys reach and increase the brand awareness. This would make the
retailers pass the full sales discount onto consumers. Strong relationships with retailers c. How would you
calculate profitability? We feel that this bead in monetary value is ideal as it was evidently plenty to take to a
immense addition in gross revenues in while still doing the merchandise line profitable. This is important
because, if Ms. Brown is correct in her calculations of the profitable nature of the sale. The price discount
given by Culinarian may not reach the customers. Strengths Strong image because of its product quality Lack
of consistency and meaningful discount and its advanced performance technology events Wide range of
products; offering from a high priced, advanced performance technology product to lowest priced with the
least advanced technology product, there by catering to the different set of consumers ranging from normal
buyer to a serious cooks. Harmonizing to the instance. Sales fluctuations from spring to fall in CX1 series
during indicate the promotions transferred sales from fall to spring. Form the previous experience in it was
known that most of the distributors did not pass the benefits of price discounts to the customers. Even though.
Premium trade names frequently experience more success with the pull scheme than low-end and mid-level
trade names do. By increasing their client base. But Culinarian Cookware and other high-end trade names that
are really selective in their distribution can utilize the pull scheme with both consumers and their distribution
base. The price promotion would be a very good implementation of the strategy. These suggest that the
consumers prefer quality and better service and were ready to pay an appropriate price for it. Furthermore,
good execution is very important. Moreover the competitors of Culinarian in this segment were not offering
any discount. The price promotion run during was, according to our calculations, profitable and was able to
drastically increase sales for that period in the CX1 model.


